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Comprehensive custody solution to increase 
officer and facility efficiencies

Mark43 Booking

Key Benefits

Booking arrestees should not be a time-consuming process. Legacy systems have 
cumbersome workflows that put new recruits at a disadvantage to learn. Finicky workflows 
make it difficult to adapt to new policy, such as tracking disease outbreaks or changes 
to housing rules. Existing custody solutions are hampering agencies, resulting in strained 
resources and operational inefficiencies.

Mark43 Booking is a custody solution that allows officers to easily book and manage 
arrestees. Workflows are configurable to your agency’s requirements and can be 
amended with a few clicks. Intentionally designed for today’s modern workforce, Mark43 
Booking allows you to capture the full detainee lifecycle, record all events that occur in 
your facility, and configure workflows to your needs.

Mark43 Booking is available for all Mark43 Records Management System (RMS) 
customers and accessible from a desktop or mobile device.

Seamless integration with Mark43 RMS

Bi-directional information sync between Mark43 RMS and Mark43 Booking that pre-fills 

information, such as offense codes and arrest information, in data collection forms.

Configurable workflows that adapt to your agency’s needs

Create or edit forms for documenting information and details your agency requires, including 

booking and release. Forms and fields can be amended at any time to reflect changes to 

reporting requirements, such as disease outbreaks.

Historical log of detainee information

Mark43 Booking serves as a single source of truth for records of detainees who come into 

custody. Historical data is searchable at any time, with any labels or cautions remaining if 

the individual is rebooked.

Intuitive design that minimizes training time

Intentionally designed to modernize the process of detainee intake, management, and 

release that enhances operational efficiencies. 

 

https://mark43.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/10/Mark43_RMS_New-1.pdf
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Product Features

Mark43 Booking

Capture the full detainee lifecycle

Easily capture detainee information from the time they are booked to release. All booking 

photos, property, legal information, scars, marks, and tattoos, and events during custody 

are documented and can be searched and displayed at any time.

Save time by logging the moment it happens

Generate and track all events, such as medical appointments, housing, and financial receipts. 

Save time by logging information the moment they happen from a mobile device, instead of 

waiting to document information at a stationary location.

Collect any information you need with an easy to use interface

Mark43 Booking walks you through the form filling process, making the data collection 

process efficient. Search, view, edit, and update information through the detainee profile. 

New required information can be collected at any time through the customizable Form Builder.

Flag and track detainee cautions and conditions

Label detainees with discretionary cautions, keep separates, affiliations, special conditions, 

and more to foster a safe environment. Labels persist if an individual returns to custody.


